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In the first half of 2020, water utility ROEs averaged 8.82%, compared to the 9.63% average ROE in water utility rate
cases completed in 2019. This downward trend is steeper than the declines in equity returns authorized for electric and
gas utilities nationwide, during the same period.

The discrepancy between water utility average returns compared to electric and natural gas utilities is largely due to a
small data set, and one return that includes a punitive return. Only three water utility rate cases were completed through
June 30. During 2019, 13 water utility rate cases were completed, with traditional cost of capital parameters disclosed in
just six cases, with an average ROE of 9.63%.
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The 7.46% ROE authorized for Blue Granite Water Co. by the Public Service Commission of South Carolina is the lowest
authorized ROE as monitored by Regulatory Research Associates, a group within S&P Global Market Intelligence,
across over 250 water rate proceedings completed between 2007 and present day. Though the order does not explicitly
quantify how punitive the ruling is, it states, that the ROE has taken into consideration "quality of service issues." Blue
Granite is a subsidiary of Utilities Inc, owned by Corix Infrastructure Inc.
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ROE trends compared to electric, gas utilities
The average ROE authorized gas utilities was 9.40% in cases decided during the first half of 2020 versus 9.71% for
cases decided during the full year 2019. There were 12 gas cases that included an ROE determination in the first half of
2020, versus 32 in full year 2019.
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For electric distribution-only utilities, the average ROE authorized during the first half of 2020 was 9.16%, compared to
9.37% in 2019. There were three distribution-only rate cases completed during the current period, compared to eight in
2019.
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RRA evaluates water utility regulation in 25 state jurisdictions and monitors rate proceedings involving rate change
requests of $0.5 million or greater.
Regulatory Research Associates is a group within S&P Global Market Intelligence.
For a complete, searchable listing of RRA's in-depth research and analysis, please go to the S&P Global Market
Intelligence Energy Research Library.
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This article was published by S&P Global Market Intelligence and not by S&P Global Ratings, which is a separately
managed division of S&P Global.
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